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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (G, B, N, R) be a finite group with a BN-pair of rank n. Let W 
be the Weyl group of G with distinguished generators R = (wl, . . . . w,}. 
Let k be a field and Y = kG[B], where [B] = xxeB x. The left 
kG-module Y is isomorphic to the induced kG-module Indi(k,), where kB 
is the trivial k&module. Let E = End,,(Y), the endomorphism algebra of 
Y. Y can be regarded naturally as a left E-module by the rule A . y := A(y), 
for all A E E and y E Y. Let $: E + k be any multiplicative k-character of 
E. Following Green [3], we define 
Z,(Y)= (ye YlA.y=$(A)y for all AEE}. 
Z+(Y) is clearly a kG-submodule of Y. 
It is a consequence of the Bruhat decomposition (see [l, Theoreme 11) 
that the k-algebra E has k-basis indexed by the elements of W. In fact E = 
Few 
k. A,, where A, (w E W) is the element of E given by A,([B]) = 
xsBwB~. For WE W, let l(w) denote the length of w. Iwahori [4] shows 
that the map A,-+(-1) I(W) defines a multiplicative character of E. 
The main object of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let G = (G, B, N, R) be a finite group with a BN-pair whose 
Weyl group W is of rank n. Let k be an arbitrary field, Y = kG[B], and 
E = End,,(Y). Let I,+: E + K be the multiplicative character given by 
+(A,) := (- l)‘(“‘), for all w  E W. Then regarding Y as a left E-module, we 
have 
(1.1) ~,W)~Lkf) 
as kG-modules, where A is the Tits complex of G. 
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The right-hand side of (1.1) denotes the (n - 1)st homology group of A. 
The description of the Tits complex A and the kG-module H, _ ,(A) will be 
given in Section 2. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1. As a 
consequence of Theorem 1, we are able to give an easy and direct proof of 
the following: 
THEOREM 2 (Solomon-Tits). Let A be the Tits complex of a finite group 
G with BN-pair of rank n 2 2 and let k be a field of characteristic 0. The 
action of G on A defines a kG-module structure in H,- ,(A) which affords the 
Steinberg character. 
The original proof of Theorem 2, which was given by Solomon and Tits 
(see [6]), involves a geometric realization of A. Another proof was given 
later by Curtis and Lehrer [2]. However, our proof does not involve any 
geometrical argument. 
2. THE TITS COMPLEX 
Here we describe the Tits complex associated with a finite group G= 
(G, B, N, R) with a BN-pair. For JG R, let W, = (J> and let G, = 
U WE w, BwB. A Bore1 subgroup of G is a subgroup of G which is conjugate 
in G to B. A parabolic subgroup of G is a subgroup conjugate in G to G, 
for some Js R. Any two conjugate parabolic subgroups of G which contain 
a common Bore1 subgroup must be equal and each parabolic subgroup of 
G is equal to its own normalizer (see [9, 3.2.31). 
For every j= 1, 2, . . . . n, let Ji = R\{ wi} and let Gi = GJi. It is clear that 
(2.1) G,, G,, . . . . G, 
are the maximal parabolic subgroups of G which contain B. We shall 
assume that the order of the Gi’s is fixed as in (2.1). If P is any maximal 
parabolic subgroup of G then P contains some Bore1 subgroup Bg, g E G. 
Therefore B< gP = gPg-’ and hence gP= Gj for some Jo { 1,2, . . . . n}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a maximal parabolic subgroup P of G is 
of type j, if gP = Gj for some g E G. 
There is no ambiguity in Definition 2.2. For if Bh d P for some h E G then 
gP and hP are conjugate maximal parabolic subgroups of G containing the 
same Bore1 subgroup hence gP= hP = Gj. We will indicate the type of a 
maximal parabolic subgroup Pi of G by the appropriate sufilx. 
The Tits complex A of G has the set of all maximal parabolic subgroups 
of G as its vertices. If 0 < r < n - 1 then the r + 1 vertices Pi,, Pi,, . . . . Pj, 
form an r-simplex (written (P,,, Pi,, . . . . Pj,)) if and only if 
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PjO n P,, n ... n Pj, is a parabolic subgroup of G and j, < j, < ... < j,. For 
0 d r < n - 1, denote by A, the set of all r-simplexes and let C, = k. A,, the 
k-vector space with A, as basis. We define C, = 0 if r 3 n or r < - 1. G acts 
on the vertices of A by conjugation. This action on A preserves the 
simplicial structure and hence will turn C, (0 < r < rr - 1) into a kG-module 
by the rule 
g . (pjo3 ...3 Pj,) := (gPjOl ...) “Pj,) 
for all g E G and all (P,,, . . . . P,,) E A,. For 1 < r < n - 1, &fine the k-map 
a,: Cr+Cr-, by 
aA(Pjo, . . . . pj,)) ‘= C C-l)’ tpjo, ...9 pjpm*, pjp+,, ...9 pj,), 
p=O 
for all (P,,, . . . . Pj,) E A,. It is clear that a, is a kc-map and that a,a,+ i = 0 
for all 1 < r < n - 1. Hence the pair (A, a) defines a simplicial complex 
(see lI51). 
DEFINITION 2.3 (See [ 5, p. 20 1). For 0 < r ,( n - 1, the rth homology 
group H,(A) of A is the rth homology group of the complex 
. ..--+o-+ c,-,- a2 a1 an-’ C”-$5 ... c,- cl- o- . ..) 
i.e., H,(A) := Ker a,/Im a,, , . 
To describe the homology group H,- ,(A), we need the following 
notations. 
Notations 2.4. (i) If 9 = (Pj,, . . . . P,J E A,, _ I is an (n - 1 )-simplex and 
P E { 1, 2, .-., n }, we denote by B (p) the (n-2)-simplex obtained from 9 by 
removing the pth term. 
(ii) If 9’ and 9 are (n - 2)-, (n - 1)-simplexes, respectively, we write 
8’ < 9 if 8’ is obtained from 9’ by removing one term. 
The G-action on the vertices of A induces an action on the homology 
group H,- ,(A). The following lemma describes the elements of H,- l(A). 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose x = x9, d.-, x(8)9~C,-, with x(B)Ek. Then 
XEH,-,(A) if and only if, for every ~~{1,2,...,n} and every (1-2)- 
simplex Z, 
,,Il= z x(P) = 0. 
Proof: From (2.3), since Ima,=O, H,-,(A)=kera,_,. Put a,-,=& 
We have 
ax= 1 .+3qa9= c x(9y i (-i)~-W~) . 
Bed.-, .9Ed,-I p=l > 
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Fix p E { 1, 2, . . . . n-l}. If Z=(Z, ,,..., Zjpml, Zjo+ ,,..., Zjn)~An-2 then Z 
appears in ax with coefficient 
(-l)“-’ 1 x(9). 
BEA.-, 
&P(P) = z 
Therefore 8x = 0 if and only if 
for all PE {1,2, . . . . n} and ZEA,-,. 1 
3. THE kG-MODULE Z,(Y) 
Consider the kG-module C, _ i = k. A,_ i . Let a denote the (n - l)- 
simplex (G,, . . . . G,). 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) Zf g E G then gg = 58 if and only if g E B. 
(ii) C,- 1 is the cyclic kG-module generated by .@ and is isomorphic to 
Y = kG[B]. 
ProoJ: (i) gg = g(G,, . . . . G,) = ( gG1, . . . . gG,). Therefore g9?? = B if and 
only if gE fli N,(G,) = ni Gi= B, where NG(Gi) is the normalizer of Gi 
in G. 
(ii) Suppose that 9 = (P,,, . . . . Pj,-,)e A,-,. Then we have Pion 
Pi, n ... n Pjn_, = gB for some gE G. Therefore 
(Pjo, -.-) Pjn-l)= CgG,, ...y “Gn) 
= g . (G,, . . . . G,) = g%?. 
Hence Cl =C%,_l k.B=kG.g and the map 5@--+[B] defines a 
kG-isomorphism M. : C, _, + Y. 1 
Since the kG-module Y = kG[B] is left E-module, we can define an 
E-action on C, _ i = kG .B (denoted by *) by means of the isomorphism 0: 
defined in the proof of 3.1 (ii). That is, if A E E and g E G, we let 
(3.2) A * gS?I :=a-‘(A(g[B])). 
Since the G-action and the E-action on Y commute, we then have 
A * gg=a-‘(A(g[B]))=cr-‘(gA([B])) 
=grz-$4([B]))=gA*W. 
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It follows that the action of A E E on C,_ , is determined by its action on 
93. It is also clear that Z, ( Y) E’ I+( C, ~ i ) as kG-modules. 
To describe I,(C,- i) we need to introduce the following notations: 
Notations 3.3. (i) Let Z= (Z,,, . . . . Zj,-,, Z,,+,, . . . . ZjJ be an (n - 2)- 
simplex. We denote by XP(Z) (1 6 p <n) the set of all maximal parabolic 
subgroups X of G such that (Zj, , . . . . ZjOel, X, ZjP+, , . . . . Z,.) is an (n - 1)- 
simplex. 
(ii) For wi E R, let Bi be a transversal of the set {b(B n “IB) 1 b E B}. 
The following lemma determines the set ?$(Z) for Z = 9Ji(p), 1 d p d n. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf w E W, let (w) be any element of N such that (w) H = w. 
Then, for p E { 1, . . . . n}, 
X,(&+‘)) = {G,, b(W~‘G,; b E Bp). (*I 
Proof: Consider the (n - 2)-simplex 9@‘) = (G,, . . . . G,- , , G, + , , . . . . G,) 
and let 
P= fj Gi. 
i=l 
ifp 
It is clear that P is a minimal parabolic subgroup; in fact P= B( w,)B= 
Bu Bw,B. If X is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G then XE~~(@“) if 
and only if B’ = X A P is a Bore1 subgroup. Hence B’ = gB for some g E G 
and so both P and g-‘P are conjugate parabolic subgroups containing B. 
Therefore P = g-‘P and so g E NG( P) = P. 
It follows that g is either in B or in B, w,B and B’ E {B, b(W~)B; b E B,,). 
The members of the set (B, b(W~‘B; b E BP} are all distinct, for if b, b’ E B,, 
then 
b(Wp)B= “(Wp)B~ (b’(w,))-’ b(w,) E N,(B) 
=Bob’(w,)B=b(w,)Bob=b’. 
It follows that 
XE% (c@p’)oXn P= P gB 9 ge (1, b(w,);b~B,j 
og~‘Xng-‘P=B, gE{l,b(wp);bEBp) 
og-‘XnP=B, g E (1, b(w,); b E Bp}, since N,(P) = P, 
o g-IX= G . P’ g+W,);b~B,) 
-XE {‘G&gE (1, b(w,);b+}}. 
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The parabolic subgroups { gG, ( g E { 1, b(w,); b E BP} } are all distinct since 
they contain distinct Bore1 subgroups. It is also clear that these parabolic 
subgroups are all of type p. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 1 
The k-algebra E = End,& Y) is generated as a k-algebra by {A,;l wi E R} 
(see [4]). Therefore the action of the elements A,,; wi E R, on the set A,- 1 
determines the E-action on C, _ i . 
LEMMA 3.5. For every wie R, 
(ii) If9~d,-, then 
(A&+1.)*9= 1 9”. 
YEA,-, 
$4 < 9’ 
Proof. Part (ii) follows from (i) since if 9 E A,, _ i then 9 = g&? for some 
g E G and the E-action commutes with the G-action on C, _ 1. To prove (i), 
consider A,,+ * ~8, 
A,, * g = ~-l(A,,(C~l)) 
=a -’ ( 1 b(wi)CB1) 
beB, 
= 1 b(wi) c’([B])= c b(wi)W 
beB, bcB, 
= ,FB ( b(wi)G1, . . . . b(W1)Gi, . . . . b(W’)Gn) 
I 
= ,FB, (G, , . . . . b(W’)Gi, . . . . G,), 
since if p # i then b(wi) E G, = N&G,). Therefore 
(A,, + 1E) * g=g + C (Gi, .**) b(Wi)Gi, .*., G”) 
beB, 
= 1 (Gi, . . . . Gi-1, X, Gi+i, . . . . G,) by Lemma3.4 
d E .r‘(B(‘)) 
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3.6. Proof of Theorem 1. We have 
Z,(Y)=ZI,(C,-,I= { XEC,-,~A *x=$(A)x, for all AEE} 
=(x~C~~,lA~,*x= -x, for all w~ER} 
={x~C,~~~(A,,+1~)*~=O,forallw~~R} 
Let x=CgrEd,-, x(P)9 be an arbitrary element of C,_ I with x(9) E k, for 
all 9 E A,- r. Let wi E R and consider (A,, + lE) * x. By 3.5 (ii), we have 
Let Q be an arbitrary (yt - 1)-simplex with Qci) = ZE A,, _ 2. Then Q 
appears in (A,, + 1 E) * x with coefficient &,(,,= z x(9). Comparing this 
with Lemma 2.5 we have (A,,+ 1,)*x=0 for all w~ER~xEH,_,(A). 
Therefore 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. B 
Now let 
(3.7) Y= Y,@ ... @Y, 
be a decomposition of Y into the direct sum of indecomposable kG- 
modules. Let 
1 EC Y) = ic, ei 
be the primitive idempotent decomposition of 1, y) in E( Y) which 
corresponds to the decomposition (3.7). Since $ is multiplicative, there is 
a unique jE { 1, 2, . . . . t} such that $(e,) = 1, # 0. Following the notation 
of [8], we write S(G) = ej( Y) = Yi. S(G) appears with multiplicity one in 
the decomposition (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let G, Y, and $ be as in Theorem 1. Then 
Ze(Y)<S(G). 
Proof: If x E Z$( Y) then 
x=lk.x=$(ei)x=ei(x)~ei(Y)=S(G). 1 
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Now suppose k is algebraically closed. In [7], Steinberg defined the 
element e = C ( - l)‘(“)(w) [Z?] and showed that the left kG-module kG . e 
is absolutely irreducible whenever the characteristic of k does not divide 
[G : B]. The kG-module kG . e is called the Steinberg module for G. The 
character of G afforded by kGe is called the Steinberg character of G and 
is denoted by St,. The proof of the following lemma was given in [8]. 
LEMMA 3.9 (Tinberg [8]). 
A,,(e)= -e for all WOE R. 
It follows from the above lemma that kGe is a kG-submodule of ZJI( Y). 
By Lemma 3.8, we then have 
(3.10) kGe < ZJ Y) < S(G). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Now suppose that k is of characteristic zero. By Maschke’s theorem, 
every kG-module is completely reducible. In particular, from (3. lo), we 
have 
kGe = I+( Y) = S(G). 
But from Theorem 1 we have Zti( Y) E H, _ l(d). Hence kGe g H,, _ l(d). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
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